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Organizations with travelers always on the road are no
stranger to the pains of employee reported mileage. With
daily trips to different offices and unreliable distance estimation,
personal mileage can quickly add up. In fact, mileage is one of
the top ten largest employee spend categories, and yet
companies still rely on employee estimates for reimbursement.
For most organizations, mileage and personal car expenses are the last major expense
category based on self-reported values. And it’s no secret why – managing a large
amount of travelers and double-checking all of their data can be challenging, frustrating,
and expensive. But by allowing self-reported mileage without any documentation,
organizations are increasing the likelihood of intentional mileage padding and inaccurate
reporting for compliance and tax purposes.
While it may seem difficult, taking steps to manage transportation and mileage expense
can save your organization a bundle. And the good news is that it’s easier than you think.
In this ebook, we will examine the top four personal mileage best practices for
organizations of all sizes, so you can smooth out the road for everyone involved.
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1

Update Your
Policies

Personal mileage dos and don’ts should be
clearly defined in your organization’s travel
and expense policy. Review and adjust
these guidelines yearly at a minimum to
ensure they are still meeting the needs of
your business and your travelers.
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Much of personal mileage reporting is reliant upon your travelers, yet 63 percent* of
frequent road travelers still find submitting their expenses frustrating. Start
travelers off on the right foot, with easily accessible guidance to keep them safe, happy,
and compliant.
Your organization's personal mileage policy should include information on:
•
When expense reports for mileage should be submitted. It’s better to
encourage mileage-only employees to submit weekly or monthly mileage reports,
as daily reports are often too cumbersome for finance to manage.
•
When to use a personal car versus a car rental. Develop a mileage threshold
where employees should be renting a car instead. Not only could there be cost
savings, but also consider issues with safety.
•
The different rates for different employee groups, if any. Setting up mileage
rates in your expense tool by policy groups or unnamed mileage groups allows you
to set different mileage rates for different employee groups in your organization
within the same country.
•
Clear expectations for what will and won’t be reimbursed. Is mileage only
reimbursed when traveling from the office? Or are trips from home included? Will
weekend trips be reimbursed? With these clear guidelines in mind, review mileage
reports to check for trips that are out of policy and shouldn’t be reimbursed.
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Phocuswright, "Inside the Mind of the Modern Road Warrior", 2017

2

Set High
Expectations

For many of your employees hitting the road to drum up business, reporting daily
mileage for expense reimbursement is a hassle. Travelers must recount distance
driven, miles are manually entered into expense reports, and there are no receipts to
cross reference against claims. On the spend management spectrum, personal mileage
offers little control and less data for organizations, compared to other aspects of a spend
management program.

You require high visibility and control over
most aspects of your spend management
program. Why should personal mileage be
any different?
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But organizations like yours should not accept status quo. Expect greater visibility
and control of the dollars your employees are spending on behalf of your organization,
especially when it comes to mileage. Ensure your organization is accurately capturing
and reimbursing personal mileage by requiring documentation for distance traveled.
Moreover, utilize the expense data you have to see and control how much your
organization spends on mileage altogether, as well as to check for travelers that have
excessive personal car mileage.
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3

Keep It
Accurate

Provide and encourage the use of tools to
increase accuracy of distances reported
and reimbursed.

Last year, SAP Concur customers spent $2.3 billion reimbursing personal car
expenses without any documentation. As mileage spend for so many organizations is
high, it’s important your organization focuses on establishing the accuracy of the miles
that you are reimbursing. Industry experts believe employees overestimate distance
significantly and these overestimations – whether intentional or unintentional – can
quickly add up.
Encourage employees to track mileage against Google Maps, or provide them a tool that
automates the process entirely with GPS tracking, so they can accurately and
effortlessly capture the actual distance traveled. Documenting actual miles and better
accuracy leads to significant savings and minimizes the temptation of fraud. Moreover,
the information you need for compliance and tax reporting is close at hand.

“We used to have a lot of manual and Excel built systems. By implementing
Concur, we were able to standardize our whole process worldwide and also
have a mobile application. The potential is there for us to have much more
visibility on how and where we spend our money.”
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- Eric Marceau, Cirque du Soleil
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4

Make It
All Mobile

Tracking mileage for your drivers is hard
enough, but you can make it easier. Train
employees to track mileage with a device
they already know and love – their mobile
phone.

Because you have employees on the go at all hours of the day, it is important your
personal mileage process is simple, intuitive, and automated as much as possible.
Plus, making it easy for them to track on the road will go a long way toward gaining
adoption.
Offer mobile solutions that are simple to use and fun. When your expense system is
available on your employees’ mobile devices, they are more likely to use it and submit
their information accurately. In the end, this will help reduce end-of-month or end-ofquarter rush and bring some sanity back to the back office.

20%
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to 30% potential savings in total spend on personal
car mileage when using technology tracking.
Aberdeen, "Technology Impact on Mileage", 2017

GPS tracking solutions such as Concur Drive put an end to self-reported mileage
altogether, by allowing users to automatically track mileage on the days and times that
employees want. A part of the SAP Concur mobile app, Drive lets your staff set and
forget their mileage tracking, automatically turn mileage logs into expense line items in
Concur Expense, and free up time from administrative so that they can get back
6 / 7to
driving business.

It’s time to
take control
of personal
mileage.
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While mileage is only one part of the spend management
spectrum at your organization, it can be one of the most
difficult and expensive items to manage. And even this
seemingly minor expense adds up quickly with hundreds of
employees on the road and thousands of miles clocked monthly.
Expect the same level of data and visibility as you do of the rest
of your spend for more accurate tracking, fewer hassles and a
much smoother road.

Learn more at concur.com
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